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Impressive overview: The HUBER booth
with an area of 1,100 m² was very well
attended.

Renowned visitor: Thorsten Glauber
(Bavarian State Minister for the
Environment and Consumer Protection,
center) received a guided tour of the
trade show booth from HUBER board
members Dr. Oliver Rong, Rainer
Köhler, Georg Huber and Dr. Johann
Grienberger (from left to right).

Successful world’s leading trade fair for environmental technologies: HUBER at IFAT 2022
07.06.2022

50 high-quality products and solutions from HUBER, a great many interested visitors and colleagues from all over the world: that was
IFAT 2022, the World’s Leading Trade Fair for Environmental Technologies, which took place from May 30 to June 3 at the Munich
Trade Fair Center. After IFAT 2020 had been cancelled due to the Corona pandemic, this year’s leading world trade fair proved to be
very successful for HUBER.

Bavarian Minister of State Glauber impressed by HUBER products

Already on Monday, May 30, IFAT started with a highlight: Thorsten Glauber, Bavarian State
Minister for the Environment and Consumer Protection, was given an exclusive tour of the 1,100
m² booth by the HUBER Board and was very impressed by the products and solutions.

Interesting excursions, numerous delegations visiting the company

From Tuesday to Thursday, several exciting excursions took place, where the participants could
experience HUBER products and solutions live in action. They were enthusiastic about all
destinations: the Bayreuth WWTP, the Vohburg and Nuremberg WWTPs, and the company
Emter in Altenstadt and the Penzing WWTP.

Several delegations, among others from the European People’s Party (Europäische Volkspartei),
Bündnis 90/Die Grünen Bavaria, and the Chinese Association for Resource and Environmental
Science in Germany (CVRU e.V.), as well as a large number of interested customers, contacts,
and visitors made the trade fair experience at the HUBER booth a vivid event that was
entertaining and interesting.

IFAT: The World’s Leading Trade Fair for Environmental Technologies

IFAT is the world’s leading trade fair for environmental technologies and is held every two years
at the Messe München exhibition center. In the fields of water, wastewater, waste and raw
materials management, companies exhibit their products, solutions and innovations and enter
into dialog with numerous visitors from all over the world. At IFAT 2018, 3,305 exhibitors from 58
countries and regions presented themselves to a total of 142,472 visitors from 162 countries and
regions on a total of 260,000 square meters of exhibition space.
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